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Abstract. Testing accounts for a relevant part of the
production cost of complex or critical software systems.
Nevertheless, time and resources budgeted to testing are
often underestimated with respect to the target quality
goals. Test managers need engineering methods to perform appropriate choices in spending testing resources,
so as to maximize the outcome.
We present a method to dynamically allocate testing
resources to software components minimizing the estimated number of residual defects and/or the estimated
residual defect density. We discuss the application to a
real-world critical system in the homeland security domain. We describe a support tool aimed at easing industrial technology transfer by hiding to practitioners the
mathematical details of the method application.

1 Introduction
1.1 Context and motivation
In many software systems, testing is the predominant
factor of cost. Engineers are constantly under pressure,
asked for delivering high-quality products within stringent times and with underestimated resources. For test
manager, one crucial problem is to use these resources
in the best possible way. The decision on how to effectively distribute the resources available for testing, or
how to optimize the budget for a target quality level is
of primary concern.
In mission-critical large-scale systems this need is
particularly felt, since a lot of effort is devoted to testing
compared to design, and the benefit of a proper upfront
planning is greater. These systems are often developed
in a highly modular way, adopting a strong componentbased approach to foster reuse and a build-by-integration

approach. However, in many cases, testing processes do
not exploit the advantage coming from component-based
development adequately. Indeed, it would be desirable
for test managers to preliminary allocate testing resources
at the beginning, by considering the trade-off between
testing effort and achievable quality.
The common industrial practice disregards such an
important step. We believe that the main reasons are
the lack of simple and tool supported methods, as well
as the lack of evidence of success of the proposed approaches into real industrial contexts. There exist indeed
mathematically sound methods, but with no proven appropriateness to the specific needs raising from real contexts. Thus, very generic criteria are typically applied in
the practice, such as allocating resources driven by requirements (e.g., testing a component until all requirements have been tested at least once), or driven by the
size (more testing to bigger modules). Sometimes, intuition drives testing choices: based on experience, a tester
may deem one component more “critical” than another,
therefore deserving more testing. As there may be relevant differences among components in terms of quality
- e.g. because they come from different teams (internal,
or external in case of outsourcing), or they are based on
different programming paradigms - their defectiveness
can vary significantly [1]. Moreover, a component can
be newly developed, or it may be a reused unit that already underwent a functional testing phase, hence with a
higher testing maturity. These differences intuitively call
for a tailored engineering approach, in which more testing resources are spent where there is actually a greater
need (i.e., poorer quality).
The work described in this article is developed within
an industrial context where the need of such an approach
is particularly felt. It is a result of the industry-academia
collaboration among Federico II University, SELEX ES
and SESM. SELEX ES is a large company manufacturing critical systems in domains such as air and maritime
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traffic control, and homeland security. SESM acts as
research center supporting the “Software Engineering”
unit in the software verification and validation (V&V)
activities, and as facilitator of technology transfer.
Despite the great effort of SELEX ES into V&V
strategies to ensure high quality software level, as well
as into forefront development methodologies and tools,
the increasing complexity of the produced systems is demanding additional and strong commitment to identify
new means for staying on the cutting edge of V&V techniques. Test planning is one of these key concerns. Indeed, for large-scale critical systems, an accurate planning is difficult, because of the high variability from the
planning time to the testing completion. Testing a single component may in fact require months; during this
period changes related to the testing process, the environment, the personnel, and the technology often affect
the result in terms of defect detection, and are likely to
invalidate any assumption made at planning time. Moreover, the diversity of tested units, of their development
teams, and of testing teams as well, is a further factor of
variability. This is even harder to handle for integration
testing, at subsystem or system level, for which components heterogeneity always put testers in a tight spot.
Such a context has led us to develop a systematic approach to support test planning in a dynamic way, with
expected benefits in terms of effort/quality trade-off.
1.2 Contribution
In this paper, we describe a method to dynamically allocate testing resources to software components, so as
to minimize the estimated number of residual defects,
and/or the estimated residual defect density, given a
fixed testing budget. The method grounds upon software reliability growth models (SRGMs) [2], used at
component-level to monitor the testing progress of each
component. From these, an estimate is obtained of the
quality achievable for a component in relation to the
testing effort devoted to it. Then, by iteratively solving an optimization problem, the next testing effort is
directed towards the component that contributes the
most to reduce the residual number of defects (density)
in the overall system, thus improving the final trade-off
between effort spent and residual defectiveness.
The proposed solution we have implemented is, unlike existing ones: i) dynamic, namely able of using testing data as they become available, exploiting them to
adjust performance online, and robust with respect to
variations during testing and volatility of planning time’s
assumptions; ii) simple in its application, and with as
few assumptions as possible on the testing process; iii)
ready-to-use, supported by an automatic tool. As result,
we formulated the method, provided an algorithm, implemented it in a tool called effecT! c (effective Testing),
and evaluated everything on the testing process of a SELEX ES system. The system subject to experiments is

a critical application in the domain of homeland security; its aim is the management of port, maritime, and
coastal surveillance. The results show how applying a
systematic method to effort scheduling can bring advantages even in presence of variable contexts. This is pushing the company to pursue this direction to replace an
intuition-driven test resource allocation method with a
quantitative, quality-driven, and tool-supported one.
In the following, the related work in testing resource
allocation is first surveyed (Section 2). Then, the proposed method is presented (Section 3). Section 4 reports
the results of the study we conducted at SESM to evaluate the approach. Section 5 describes the implemented
support tool. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Related work
The problem of identifying those parts of a system that
should receive more resources during testing has been
addressed by many researchers.
Typically, testing aims to detect as many defects as
possible. Hence, most criteria try to allocate a greater effort to software modules expected to contain more faults.
To this aim, much research focused on fault-proneness
models, i.e., models able to estimate the defectiveness of
software modules based on process or product metrics.
Less frequently, the testing goal is to improve reliability1 [3]. In this case, effort allocation criteria do not
look for modules with more faults, but with a greater
impact on overall reliability. Many of such methods in
the literature use Software Reliability Growth Models.
The method we present lies in between: it aims at
improving the defect detection ability but using SRGMs.
2.1 Fault-proneness models for static defect prediction
Fault/defect2 prediction usually adopts a“white-box” approach to rate the expected defectiveness of software
modules. It starts from a sample of modules with known
values for software metrics and known number of experienced defects; the sample is used to build defects predictive models, adopting software metrics as predictors.
There is no explicit allocation scheme, but testers are
implicitly suggested to put more effort on modules with
higher expected defectiveness.
The many works in this literature differ in the types
of metrics and data mining techniques. Commonly used
metrics are: function/method-level metrics (e.g., cyclomatic complexity), class-level metrics (e.g., number of
weighted methods per class, coupling between classes,
depth of inheritance), source file metrics (e.g., Lines of
Code or of Commented Code per file) [4].
1 Note that detecting more faults does not imply improving reliability: this requires removing the faults occurring more frequently.
2 The term fault (defect) is preferred in the fault tolerance (software engineering) community; here we use them as synonymous.
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In [7], a set of 11 metrics (including McCabe complexity, Lines of Code, Halstead’s metrics [5]) is used
with regression trees to predict modules more prone to
contain faults. Object-oriented (O-O) metrics were proposed in [6] as predictors of faults density; the survey of
eight empirical studies in [8] shows that O-O metrics are
significantly correlated to faults. Basili et al. [9] focused
on validating O-O metrics for fault prediction.
Other studies investigated design metrics able to predict modules more prone to failures [10]. In [11], authors
adopt logistic regression to relate software measures and
fault-proneness for classes of homogeneous products. In
[12], authors mined metrics to predict the number of
post-release faults in five large Microsoft’s projects. They
adopted the statistical technique of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to transform the original set of
metrics into a set of uncorrelated variables, to avoid the
problem of redundant features (multicollinearity). Subsequent studies confirmed feasibility and effectiveness of
fault prediction using public-domain datasets from realworld projects, as the NASA Metrics Data Program, and
using regression and classification models [13, 14].
In many cases, common metrics provide good prediction results also across several different products. Recent
studies focused also on transferring prediction models
across different projects and companies [15]. However, it
is difficult to claim that a given regression model or a set
of models is general enough to be used even with very
different products, as discussed in [12, 16].
The drawbacks of this approach are: i) the need of
having of an extensive knowledge base, from which the
empirical relation between metrics and defects can be
derived; ii) the need of the product’s source code, in order to extract metrics; iii) the lack of formulation of an
explicit allocation scheme; these methods do not usually predict the number of defects, but the probability
of a module of being defective and/or the ranking of
more/less critical modules, thus supporting a “relative”
testing effort allocation, not an absolute one; iv) metricsbased prediction is “static”, in that it does not take
into account additional testing data that could adjust
the prediction based on online observations; this limits
the approach whenever the predicting and the predicted
modules’ contexts are heterogeneous.
2.2 SRGMs for dynamic resource allocation
Reliability analysis can be conducted by modeling, by
measurements, and by hybrid approaches [17–19]. Software Reliability Growth Models (SRGM) are useful means
to reliability analysis during testing. They describe how
reliability grows as software is improved during testing by faults detection and removal. SRGMs are usually calibrated using failure data collected during testing, namely fitting inter-failure times, and observing the
variation of the failure intensity (number of failures per
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time unit) with testing time. The shape of the intensity
curve distinguishes the wide variety of SRGMs [2, 20–24].
SRGMs are used to answer questions such as “how
long to test a software”, or “how many faults are likely
to remain”; this system-level usage is the most common.
Fewer works use SRGMs at component-level, to optimize effort distribution among system components while
satisfying a reliability target. Among these, Yamada et
al. [25] formulated two variants of the problem of optimal
effort allocation in module testing, assuming the same
reliability growth model for all the involved modules.
In this and later papers, SRGMs include in the formulation what is known as Testing Effort Function (TEF). In
fact, the time dimension for assessing reliability growth
can be expressed as calendar time, CPU execution time,
number of test-runs, or similar measures: but, in general,
the testing effort does not vary linearly with time, and
the TEF describes this non-linear relation [26, 27].
Lyu et al. [28] target the same problem, proposing
an optimization model with the cost function based on
well-known growth models. They include the use of a
coverage factor for each component, to take into account
the possibility that a failure in a component could be
tolerated. Lyu and Huang formulate the same problem
with very little variations [29]. Cost, along with testing
effort function, is considered also in later works by the
same authors, e.g. in [30]. The authors in [31] also try
to allocate optimal testing times to components, with
an SRGM limited to the Hyper-Geometric (S-shaped)
model. The work in [32] considers also the software
architecture implicitly, by taking into account the utilization of each component with a factor assumed to be
known. Finally, in our previous work [33], we formulated
a testing time allocation problem subject to a minimum
reliability constraint, in which we merged the idea of
SRGM-based allocation with an architectural model of
the system, expressed through a discrete-time Markov
chain, so as to explicitly account for components’ usage.
The usage of SRGMs implies some assumptions on
the process, that are easily violated in practice. These
include: perfect repair, immediate repair, independent
inter-failure times, no duplicate defect reports, no change to the code during testing, equal probability to find a
failure across time units (e.g., also during holidays and
vacations) [35], [36]. These two last works argue that
SRGMs give good results even when data partly violate
the model’s assumptions.
The method we presented uses SRGMs, but it has
several differences with respect to SRGM-based past works:
i) the goal is to minimize the expected number of residual defects or the expected residual defect density, not
reliability; this avoids the assumption of conducting testing according to an operational profile3 ; ii) the approach
uses several different SRGMs and exploits feedback from
3 Improving operational reliability is more desirable, but it requires the knowledge of the operational profile, seldom available.
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ongoing testing, to adjust the allocation online, rather
than assuming one model a priori. SRGMs are chosen
dynamically, selecting the one that best fits the actual
testing data. This greatly reduces the negative impact
of the SRGMs’ assumptions on result; iii) most previous studies validate models through numerical examples
outside industrial contexts. These studies do not consider the impact of assumptions violation in real industrial environments. It is our opinion that the lack of success stories is one of the causes of the scarce adoption of
quantitative test planning methods. By conceiving and
experimenting the method into the SELEX ES industrial process, the impact of assumptions violation is, in
a sense, included in the evaluation, thus providing evidence that the approach can work in real settings.
3 The allocation method
3.1 Background
The method aims at minimizing the number of residual
defects in the code (defect-based allocation) or the residual defect density (defect density-based allocation) for a
testing budget given in terms of man-weeks.
We consider the most common class of SRGMs, those
that describe the failing process as a non-homogeneous
Poisson process (NHPP). These are characterized by the
parameter of the stochastic process, λ(t), indicating the
failure intensity, and by the mean value function (mvf ),
m(t), that is the expectation of the cumulative number
of defects detected at time t [22]:
N (t): m(t) = E[N (t)];

dm(t)
dt

= λ(t).

These provide indication on how testing is proceeding, namely on how many defects are being detected over
time, and how many defects are expected to be found at
a certain testing time t. The different types of SRGMs
can be described by their mean value function, that appears in this form m(t) = aF (t), where a is the expected
number of total defects, and F (t) is a distribution function that can take several forms depending on the failure
occurrence process.
Many models have been proposed in the literature,
and several tools have been developed to deal with parameterization and fitting of models (such as SMERFS,
SoRel, PISRAT, and CASRE). For our purpose, we consider the list reported in Table 1 because of their wide
spread in the literature and of their ability to capture
several different potential behaviours of the testing process. In particular, we use the model proposed by Goel
and Okumoto [20], which describes the failing process
by an exponential mvf distribution, as it is one of the
most successful and popular models for reliability growth
analysis. The Delayed S-Shaped curve [21], also very
popular, has been proposed in order to capture the possible increasing/decreasing behaviour of the failure rate

Table 1. Software Reliability Growth Models
Model
Exponential [20]

m(t) function
a · (1 − e−bt )

S-shaped [21]

a · [1 − (1 + gt)e−bt ]

Weibull [2]

a · (1 − e−bt )

Log Logistic [22]

a·

Log Normal [23]*

a · Φ(

Truncated Logistic [24]

a·

γ

(λt)κ
1+(λt)κ
log(t)−µ
)
σ

(1−e−t/κ )
(1+e−(t−λ)/κ )
Φ((t−µ)/σ)

Truncated Normal [42]*
a · 1−Φ(−µ/σ)
* Φ indicates the normal distribution
Common assumptions of the listed SRGMs
Perfect repair, immediate repair, independent inter-failure times,
no duplicate defect reports, no change to the code during testing,
equal probability to find a failure across time units
(e.g., also during holidays and vacations).

during the testing process. With similar purposes, the
logistic-based distributions (namely, the log-logistic [22]
and the truncated logistic [24]) describe the processes
in which the initial phase of testing is characterized by
a slow increase because of the gradual improvement of
testers skills in the initial learning phase, and because
of defects being mutually dependent (i.e., some defects
are not detectable before some others are). We also consider the generalized version of the Goel-Okumoto model
capturing the S-Shaped nature of software failure occurrence, wherein Goel simply proposed an additional parameter turning the exponential into a Weibull distribution [2]. Finally, the normal-based (log- and truncatednormal) SRGMs are considered as they demonstrated
a noticeable ability to fit a wide variety of reliability
growth scenarios and to software failure data collected
in real software projects [23], [42].
Table 1 reports the models along with the corresponding expression of the mean value function (mvf );
the estimated number of defects is always the mvf ’s first
parameter, a, while the quantity in parenthesis is F (t).
In the formulation of the approach, we considered that,
in practice, there is no model to fit all the situations.
Thus, we fit testing data with all the considered SRGMs,
by using the EM algorithm [40], and then choose the best
one as explained in the next Section.
3.2 Method description
Let us denote the expected number of residual defects
as E[Defects], and the expected residual defect density,
measured in #defects/KLoC, as E[Density]. These are
the two alternative objectives to minimize. For our purposes, components are autonomous, independently testable,
and deployable units. The test manager has to distribute
a budget B of testing resources (in number of manweeks), among a set of components; the i-th component
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will thus receive a testing effort equal to Wi man-weeks 4 .
The key idea is to use SRGMs to predict the detection
ability of each component’s testing process iteratively,
and based on that, to allocate resources to components
where testing will have the highest detection power. The
method is based on the following main steps:
1. Initialization. Testing starts at time t0 , when there
may be no (previous) data available on testing of
components to build any initial SRGM5 . Without
any additional information, which could help to prioritize testing efforts at this stage, the initial allocation is done uniformly to all components, and the
testing starts.
2. Start-up check. In this initial phase, at each time
units (our time unit is the week ), the method checks if
the optimal allocation procedure can be applied with
the available defect data. Specifically, we try to fit defect data of each component with every SRGM listed
in Table 1 by the EM algorithm [40], and perform a
goodness of fit (GoF) test by means of the one-sample
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (with 90% confidence
level) for comparison of samples with reference probability distribution. If the test is satisfied for at least
one SRGM, it means that defect data sample can
be said, with 90% of confidence, to come from that
SRGMs distribution. In this case, the component is
ready for the subsequent step (it is said to be statistically valid). In general we will have more SRGMs
that fit one component, and will keep track of them
for the next steps. This start-up check can be automatically repeated at each time unit from the beginning, or performed when the tester is confident that
there are enough data for each component: in the
practice, as rule of thumb, we observed that after no
more than 20% of the total testing time there is at
least one valid SRGM for every component6 . Thus,
we advise to start checking from about 10-15% of the
initially allotted testing time on.
As a guard, we conceived the possibility to skip to
the next step also with only a subset of statistically
valid components; in such a case (e.g., when there
are components with very few and/or highly irregular data), the optimal allocation will apply only to
that subset.
3. SRGM Selection. Given a number N of components
with associated a set of statistically valid SRGMs,
we select the best SRGM for each component by applying a goodness-of-fit measure based on the Akaike
4 We assume that the number of man-weeks worked per week
is fixed; namely, the assigned resources are spent uniformly across
the weeks.
5 This is the worst case; it may happen indeed that past data
exist, and can be used as starting point to build a model.
6 Authors in [35] indicate a time of 25% to have an SRGM with
a definitive accuracy deviation of 20%; however in our method we
practically need much less time, since we do not select a definitive
model now, but we will iteratively select the best model (and thus
improve the initial accuracy deviation) as testing time proceeds.
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Information Criterion (AIC). In particular, for each
SRGM satisfying the KS test, the AIC value is computed as: AIC = −2log[L] + 2ϕ, where ϕ is the degree of freedom for the SRGM, i.e. the number of free
parameters, and L is the maximized value of the likelihood function for the estimated model. The model
with the lowest AIC value is preferred, denoting the
minimal information loss that we incur by selecting
that model. The AIC is also successfully used in [41].
If, from the previous step, there is some component
with no statistically valid SRGM, these are excluded
from the optimal allocation strategy only for that
iteration. These components will receive an amount
of resources proportionally to their current detection
rate7 .
4. Optimization. Each component is thus represented
by a potentially different SRGM, characterized by
its mean value function (mvf ) as described in Table 1. The mvf is used to estimate the number of
total defects in the software, as well as the cumulative number of defects detected after a given testing
effort. The total number of defects is estimated by
the parameter a of the SRGMs mvf (cf. with Table
1); we denote it as ESTi (i.e., number of estimated
defects for the component i). The number of defects
expected at a given effort value is computed by the
mvf (denoted as m(.)). Their difference represents
the prediction of residual defects after a given testing effort value, and are the basis of the objective
functions to minimize. Depending on the goal (defect or density minimization), one of the following
optimization problems is solved:
min! E[Def ects] =
s.t.

PN

i=1 (ESTi

P

− m(Wi∗ + Wi ))

Wi ≤ B ∗
(1)

min!

E[Density] =
s.t.

P

PN

i=1

ESTi −m(Wi∗ +Wi )
SIZEi

(2)

Wi ≤ B ∗

where: N is the number of components; ESTi is the
number of expected defects in the i-th component;
Wi is the testing effort to allocate to the i-th component; Wi∗ is the testing effort already allocated to
the i-th component; m(Wi∗ + Wi ) is the (estimated)
number of defects that would be removed if component i receives an effort of (Wi∗ + Wi ); SIZEi is the
7 We assure them to receive a certain amount of resources, in
order to not stop completely their testing, so as to have more data
for it in the next iteration. This amount will be the same as the previous iteration but diminished by a factor α ∈ [0, 1]. The latter is
computed as: αj = [DRj − mini (DR)]/[maxi (DR) − mini (DR)],
where DRj is the current detection rate (defect/weeks) of the component j and the index i spans across components. Thus, if Cj had
the best detection rate, it receives the same amount as the previous
cycle; otherwise, it is penalized.
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size of component i measured in KLoC, used to compute the defect density; B ∗ is the residual budget at
the current iteration8 .
5. Dynamic Update. Wi are the decision variables of the
optimization problem, and are subject to the constraint that the total amount of allocated testing
effort must not exceed the budget B ∗ . This allows
to allocate efforts according to the prediction of the
number of defects that will be found or of the defect
density that will be achieved. However, as more data
become available, the situation changes: it may happen that more data allow a more accurate estimation
of residual defects (density), or, more importantly,
the estimation can significantly deviate, because of
changes in the testing process and thus in the detection trend. This calls for a dynamic approach, able
to re-allocate resources from time to time, in order
to “follow” the optimal solution, and exploit feedback coming from the testing process. Thus, after a
predefined time, the defect data of each component
are fitted again with every SRGM (by the KS test);
step 3 (SRGM selection) and 4 (optimization problem) are taken again with the new data, starting a
new iteration and re-allocating testing efforts accordingly.
The simplified algorithm follows.
The dynamic allocation algorithm.
Input: budget, nComp, SIZE, reallocStep, startCheck ;
//upper case variables are arrays; lower case are scalar
1. i=1; t=0; ready=false
2. while i ≤ nComp do
3.
W∗i = Wi = budget/nComp;//Uniform Allocation
4. end while
5. // start testing
6. while !ready do
7.
// do testing
8.
t++;
9.
if (t ≥ startCheck )
10.
D-DATA = readData();// read defect data
11.
SRGM-MATRIX = fitData(D-DATA);
12.
ready=checkSRGM(SRGM-MATRIX);
13. end if
14. end while
15. toAllocate = updateBudget(budget, t); //for the next step
16. while (toAllocate > 0) do
17. SRGM = selectSRGM(SRGM-MATRIX);
18. W = solveOpt(SRGM,D-DATA,SIZE,W∗ ,toAllocate);
19. //compute actual effort employed
20. r = computeResidualEffort(W, t);
21. if (r !=0) W’ = allocateResidualEffort(W, r);
22. else W’=W;
23. // do testing with the allocated W ∗ man-weeks
24. t = t+ reallocStep; //for the next step
25. toAllocate = updateBudget(budget, t); //for the next step
26. if (toAllocate > 0)
27.
D-DATA = readData();
8 B ∗ also takes into account the possible resources already allocated to non-statistically valid components (see note 7)

28.
SRGM-MATRIX= fitData(D-DATA);
29. end if
30. end while
31. end

The algorithm starts with a uniform allocation of the
budget to components. It takes as input parameters: the
budget to allocate, the number of components, their size,
the reallocation step, namely how often to recompute the
allocation, and the time at which to begin the start-up
check. Initially, the allocation is done uniformly (lines 24); then, during testing, the start-up check is performed
to decide when there are enough data for the next step
(lines 6-14). In particular, the readData function gets defect data for each component into the D-DATA matrix
(line 10); the fitData function (line 11) iteratively fits
data with all SRGMs, performing the KS test, and provides the SRGM-MATRIX with valid SRGMs per component; the checkSRGM function receives this matrix
and sets ready to true when all components have at least
one valid SRGM9 . When there are enough data, the step
3, 4, and 5 of the method start; namely, the residual resources (toAllocate) are re-allocated optimally and iteratively updated (we enter the while loop, line 16).
The SRGM-MATRIX is given to input to the selectSRGM function (line 17), that computes the AIC values
and outputs the best SRGM for each component (hence,
SRGM is a vector). These are then given as input to the
solveOpt function (line 18), which solves one of the two
optimization problems formulated above, depending on
the tester’s choice. This returns the optimal allocation
vector W 10 .
The function computeResidualEffort at line 20 calculates
the resources (in man-weeks) remaining after the allocation: for instance, if a component receives 1 man-week,
and the next update is in 4 weeks, there are unspent resources that could be potentially re-employed.
The function allocateResidualEffort is in charge of reallocating those resources to the other components, proportionally to the W vector of already allocated efforts.
The final allocation is given by the W 0 vector, which considers the optimal allocation plus the possible residual
efforts redistributed. After testing with those resources,
the remaining budget is updated for the next allocation step (line 25). If there are still resources to allocate, the new defect data are read and used to build the
SRGM-MATRIX for the next iteration. The procedure
ends when resources are no more available.
Note that, in general, the best frequency of reallocation (i.e., the re-allocation step) is dependent on the
9 This function also manages the case in which the tester wants
to go on with even a subset of statistically valid components; in
such a case, the function sets ready to true when at least x components are valid, with x decided by the tester (omitted for simplicity).
10 It also applies the detection rate proportional allocation described above (note 6), in case there is some component with no
valid SRGM
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specific case under study and on defect data occurrence
pattern. The ideal case would be to reallocate whenever
defect occurrence trend is noticeably and stably changing in some of the components under test. In the practice we observe that, for datasets/systems resembling the
one experimented hereafter, a minimal re-allocation step
of 1 month (i.e., 4 weeks) is required, in order to have
enough time to observe stable changes in the detection
rates while avoiding too frequent reallocations. Alternatively, the allocation can be done not necessarily at a
fixed frequency, but each time the tester wants to reallocate the effort (i.e., the update rate can be variable
too). By a slight variant of the algorithm (i.e., modifying the updateBudget function and removing the reallocStep), tester can decide when to reallocate resources
by observing, online, the detection rate trends, visually
revealing changes in one or more components.

4 Evaluation
4.1 Context
We show the application of the method, describing the
experiment conducted within the mentioned industryacademia collaboration.
SELEX ES systems are typically built with a component-based development approach. Components are named CSCIs (Computer Software Configuration Items),
according to [34]. Each component is first tested whitebox, then it undergoes a black-box functional test that
aims at marking it as “ready-to-use”. This functional
testing step is performed by the Software Verification
unit, when a major release (known as build) of a component is delivered: if this gets through, the CSCI is
“qualified” internally and it is ready to be integrated
with other CSCIs. The Software Verification Unit is also
in charge of verifying the integrated system (or even system of systems) before starting the acceptance testing of
the final solution. The case study we present is a system
for homeland security, in charge of managing the port,
maritime, and coastal surveillance. More in detail, the
system is made up of five CSCIs, whose characteristics
are summarized in Table 2 as far as they are of interest
for this paper. CSCIs names, as well as further details
on the system, are omitted for confidentiality reasons.
We point out the following system/process features:
– CSCIs perform different missions, from low-level drivers to Web applications and GUIs;
– CSCIs are written in various programming languages
(C, C++, JAVA);
– CSCIs have been developed by different teams;
– some CSCIs were outsourced, hence some teams were
external to SELEX ES;
– CSCIs development times vary from a few weeks to
12 months;
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– CSCIs defects/bugs have been stored in several ways,
using different tools (e.g., Mantis bug tracker or unstructured xls files) and logging different information;
– neither developers/testers nor project managers were
aware of this study, so as to avoid possible bias.
4.2 Procedure
CSCIs have been tested between 2009 and 2012, using a
total amount of testing resources of 326 man-weeks, detecting in total 1,119 bugs. On this dataset, we compare
various allocation schemes to figure out if, and to what
extent, the proposed method outperforms the others.
The comparison is with a uniform allocation (same
number of weeks for all CSCIs), and a size-based allocation (a common rule-of-thumb approach), proportional
to the size of CSCIs (we used LoC as size measure).
Overall, we compare four schemes: i) uniform; ii) sizebased ; iii) defect-based ; iv) defect density-based. We compare the results in terms of total number of defects that
would have been detected by allocating effort according
to each scheme.
Thus, we use the same data for all the cases, so as
to avoid the bias that could be introduced by using different testing techniques, different testers, technologies,
environment, and in general different testing processes.
In fact, the objective of the experiment is to figure out
which allocation scheme performs better given the same
underlying testing process.
Detected defects for each CSCI are in Figure 1(a)1(e). The trends show that a method should avoid to allocate man-weeks to CSCIs in which no, or few, defects
will be detected, saving those resources for a CSCI testing with a higher detection rate (e.g., the first weeks of
CSCI 1 and 2). To be sure to have enough data for each
CSCI, we assume an initial budget of 150 man-weeks of
testing11 to distribute among CSCIs. In both schemes
defect- and density-based schemes of our method, the
“update” step is set to 4 weeks, namely the allocation is
recomputed each month. Moreover, the first allocation,
carried out uniformly, is kept until the 8-th week, since it
has been the lower limit to have statistically significant
SRGMs.
4.3 Results
Table 3 shows the results obtained by the uniform allocation. From the initial budget B = 150 man-weeks,
the uniform scheme simply assigns 30 man-weeks per
CSCI. The number of defects detected is observed after
8 weeks, and then every 4 weeks, in order to have a comparison with the proposed method (there is no dynamic
11 We assume to have a budget lower than 326 man-weeks, so
as to avoid to allocate a number of man-weeks to a CSCI greater
than the amount actually available (e.g., CSCI 1 has been tested
with 32 man-weeks, if the number of man-weeks allocated by the
scheme is greater than 32, the experiment may be invalid).
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Table 2. Features of the analyzed CSCIs components

CSCI

LoC

C1

39059

Development
Time (months)
11

C2

55154

6

C3

22208

10

C4

59535

12

C5

34700

10,5

Description
The CSCI has the primary goal of assuring interoperability
during Expeditionary Warfare operations between operative/strategic
and tactical systems for Network-Centric Operations support.
The CSCI is in charge of managing anomalies,
alarms and smart agents associated with maritime track
It is in charge of managing presentation layer components
It manages standard-compliant messages and
related standard communication protocols
It is responsible for verification and validation of messages
of application-level protocols, and their correct
sending/publication/receiving/representation

(a) Detected defects for CSCI 1

(b) Detected defects for CSCI 2

(c) Detected defects for CSCI 3

(d) Detected defects for CSCI 4

(e) Detected defects for CSCI 5
Fig. 1. Cumulative number of detected defects for each component
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allocation update at the monitored points, since this is
a static scheme). After 8 weeks a high number of defects
is detected for CSCI 3, where more than 100 defects are
detected very soon. Resources are however predefined,
and the same amount of effort (i.e., 30 man-weeks per
each) is preserved for each CSCI. With time, the number
of defects gets to 488. This is definitely a good number,
especially thanks to CSCI 2, which has an abrupt increase only after 24 weeks; before that time, the number
of defects detected was 354.
The size-based scheme allocation is reported in Table 4, again monitored every 4 weeks, after the initial 8
weeks. In this scheme, we envisaged a re-employment of
unspent resources: as may be seen from the first row of
Table 4, there are three cases in which the number of
man-weeks is less than 30; thus, when those efforts have
been spent (e.g., for CSCI 3 after 15 weeks, assuming
one man), residual man-weeks are re-employed proportionally to the size of CSCIs. In this case, results of the
first 15 weeks are the same as the uniform case; at week
16, CSCI 3 exhausts its resources and we no longer observe defects detected. It similarly happens later on for
CSCIs 1 and 5; on the other hand, the man-weeks allocated to C2 and C4, namely 38 and 41 man-weeks, make
them achieve 162 and 128 detected defects, many more
than the corresponding ones in the uniform allocation.
The second approach ends up with 523 detected faults,
35 more than the previous one. Accounting for the size
improved the final result.
Our dynamic defect-based and density-based allocations (Tables 5 and 6, respectively) reserved initially 8
man-weeks per CSCI, with updates each 4 weeks. After the first 8 weeks, a new solution is computed each
4 weeks, with available man-weeks re-allocated to each
CSCI. To this aim, a new SRGM is built at each update and for each CSCI, by considering the defect data
collected up to that week (if no defect is detected, the
SRGM remains unchanged). This SRGM provides the
estimate of the total number of defects contained in a
CSCI (i.e., the ESTi parameter of the objective function), and is used to obtain the prediction of defects that
will be detected under the proposed solution - namely,
by assigning the resources to the CSCI as suggested by
the solution (i.e., the m(W ∗ + W ) parameter of the objective function). As more defects are found, the SRGM
changes, and thus the total estimate and the predicted
number of detected defects will change too.
Results are reported in Table 5. Each row reports,
in the right part, the number of residual man-weeks to
allocate after x weeks, and the computation of the new
allocation replacing the previous one; in the left part,
each row reports, for each CSCI: the number of defects
actually detected after x weeks (denoted with DET ), the
EST value, and the m(W ∗ + W ) value under the found
solution. The difference between EST and m(W ∗ +W )
is the prediction of residual defects.
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The allocation starts with 30 man-weeks per CSCI;
after the first 8 weeks, based on detected defects, the allocation changes, and the method suggests placing more
resources on C3 and C5, where detection is working better. Let us observe the results after 12 weeks. Both the
8-th and 12-nd week results have the same number of detected defects than the previous approaches. This is because after 12 weeks there is no CSCI without resources.
However, at this time the allocation is recomputed based
on SRGMs built with data from week 0 to week 12, and
there are CSCIs that will receive no effort (C2) or a low
effort (C1) in the next weeks, for the bad detection of
their testing. On the other hand, C4 exhibits a detection trend from week 8 to 12 with an abrupt increase,
which makes the SRGM estimate 1105 defects. Accordingly, 33.05 man-weeks are allocated to C4, predicted as
sufficient to detect all the defects; the residual resources
are distributed between C3 and C5. After 20 weeks, the
defects detection trend in C5 makes the SRGM predict a
significantly higher EST value than the others (at week
20, it detected 68-40=20 defects in 4 weeks): with this
rate, the predicted m(W ∗ + W ) value is also high, and
thus all the resources are devoted to it to minimize the
predicted residual defects. Note that, at week 20, the detection rate of C3 is even better (namely 159-132= 27
defects in 4 weeks); however the shape of the detection
trend is smoother when approaching to week 20, leading the SRGM to estimate lower values for EST , and
thus for m(W ∗ + W ). The algorithm finds more convenient to place all the resources on C5 as, according to
the prediction, C3 has lower improvement margin (EST
is estimated at 171.63, and the current detected defects
are DET = 159; thus only EST -DET = 12.63 defects
could be detected; whereas, for C5, there is much room
for improvement: EST − DET =287.8). This is a good
choice, since C5’s detected defects go from 68 to 312 in
8 weeks. At week 24, it detected 239-68=171 defects in
4 weeks.
After 28 weeks, the detection rate of C5 becomes
slower, as it is going toward the saturation. The SRGM
estimates a total of 316.43 defects being present in the
CSCI, and the room for improvement is therefore only
316.43 − 312 = 4.43 defects. Contrarily, the SRGM of
C3 and C4 (which are the same since the last detection, namely, since week 20) tell that the residual defects for C3 and C4 are 12.62 and 5.69 respectively. The
tool redistributes the residual 10 man-weeks to these
two CSCIs, managing to detect further 7 defects with
that effort. The final result is 552 defects detected (i.e.,
13.11% more than uniform, 5.55% more than size-based),
with an estimated
P defect density of 0.5869 defects/KLoC
(computed as i (ESTi − Detectedi )/SIZEi ).
Finally, the density-based allocation (Table 6) exhibits results very similar to the defect-based one; also
in this case C1 and C2 receive no more resources after
20 weeks, and the allocations are slightly more balanced
because of the smoothing effect of the CSCI sizes. The
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Table 3. Results of the uniform allocation

C1 C2
C3
Allocated man-weeks
30
30
30
Detected Defects per CSCI
after 8 weeks
10
6
107
after 12 weeks
11
6
112
after 16 weeks
12
6
129
after 20 weeks
27
15
133
after 24 weeks
33
44
150
after 28 weeks
51
110
159
after 30 weeks
63 114
160

C4
30

C5
30

9
46
55
57
62
62
62

31
36
37
44
65
85
89

Total Det. Defects
163
211
239
276
354
467
488

Residual man-weeks
110
90
70
50
30
10
0

Table 4. Results of the size-based allocation

C1
C2
C3
Allocated man-weeks 27.46 38.78 15.61
Detected Defects per CSCI
after 8 weeks
10
6
107
after 12 weeks
11
6
112
after 16 weeks
12
6
114
after 20 weeks
27
15
114
after 24 weeks
39
54
114
after 28 weeks
51
148
114
after 30 weeks
51
162
114

C4
41.87

C5
26.29

9
46
55
57
76
94
128

31
36
37
44
65
68
68

detected defects are the same of the previous scheme up
to week 24 (with the exception of C3, where the effect
of the reemployment of resources makes it detect one
additional defects at week 16). After week 24, the results slightly change because of the different allocation
between C3, C4, and C5. The final result is similar to
the defect-based allocation, namely 547 defects (12.09%
and 4.58% more than uniform and size-based, respectively), but with a better estimated density, 0.5572 defects/KLoC, which was the pursued objective.
Figure 2 summarizes the total number of defects found
by the various approaches as time (weeks) proceeds; this
provides an easy comparison of methods’ detection ability over time. The histogram bars have the same value
for the first 12 weeks. Then, the dynamic schemes outperform the others.
4.4 Remarks
Assumptions like perfect and immediate debugging, interfailure times independence, unchanged code, equal testing quality over time, no differences among testing teams,
and similar ones, are typically violated in real contexts.
Our SRGM-based method showed to be effective in a real
context, in spite of possible assumptions’ violations. The
mentioned study presented in [35] reported that SRGMs
provided good results after about 25% of total testing
time, with prediction accuracy deviating only by 20%
even with partially violated assumptions. In our case, for
the extent of assumptions’ violations, the model fitted
with 25% of time was statistically valid but turned out to

Total Det. Defects
163
211
224
257
348
475
523

Residual man-weeks
110
90
70
50
30
10
0

Fig. 2. Number of detected defects over testing time

be not the definitive ones; in the remaining 75%, the selection of the best SRGM changed several times, because
of data variability12 . For instance, there are components
like C1 and C2 where testing gave no result for months
(ten/fifteen weeks) and abruptly improved after week 20:
defects revealed in the later weeks clearly show that this
is not because of the components’ greater quality, but
more likely because of a lack of good testing before week
20. This may depend on several reasons, related to human, technical, environmental, or technological factors
12 The models that more often fitted data have been: exponential, especially in the beginning, truncated logistic, and truncated
normal.
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Table 5. Results of the defect-based allocation

Iteration
time in
weeks
0 weeks (t0 )
DET
8 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
12 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
16 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
20 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
24 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
28 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
30 weeks
DET

Number of Detected Defects (DET )
Estimated defects (EST )
Predicted detections (m(W*+W))
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Total
Detected
Defects

Man-weeks to
(Re-)allocate

Reallocation of man-weeks
(#of allocated man-weeks)
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

0

0

0

0

0

0

150

30

30

30

30

30

10
11.00
10.99

6
6.02
6.00

107
128.67
128.66

9
9.01
9.00

31
35.12
35.11

163

110

5.93

5.93

52.41

5.99

39.72

11
11.00
10.99

6
6.02
6.00

112
118.97
118.97

46
1105.58
1105.5

36
39.04
39.00

211

90

1.41

0

26.69

33.06

28.83

11
11.00
10.99

6
6.02
6.00

132
140.92
140.90

55
55.53
55.52

40
42.52
42.50

244

70

0

0

38.45

1.69

29.86

11
11.00
10.99

6
6.02
6.00

159
171.62
159.08

57
62.69
57.00

68
355.80
169.09

301

50

0

0

0

0

50

11
11.00
10.99

6
6.02
6.00

159
171.62
159.08

57
62.69
57.00

239
432.94
331.13

469

30

0

0

0

0

30

11
11.00
10.99

6
6.02
6.00

159
171.62
166.02

57
62.69
61.10

312
316.43
316.26

545

10

0

0

7.84

2.15

0

11

6

161

62

312

552

0

-

-

-

-

-

changing over time; in any case, it is a clear example
of violation of SRGM assumptions. Thanks to the periodic re-computation of SRGMs, the method resulted
to be a robust solution to such noisy variations. In fact,
in this specific study, the strange behaviour of CSCI 1
and 2 favored the static approaches, which had a sufficient amount of man-weeks to intercept the increase of
detected defects in both CSCIs (approximately 20 manweeks). If the same schemes were used with 100 manweeks (or with more regular data for C1 and C2), the
static methods did not intercept the increasing points,
detecting many fewer defects with respect to the dynamic case. Notwithstanding this advantageous situation for the static scheme, the dynamic methods inevitably outperformed it, because they allowed to save
precious resources in the first weeks to be reallocated
elsewhere, pursuing globally more efficient allocations
toward other CSCIs.

5 The support tool
The allocation schemes are implemented in the effecT! c
test planning tool by the academic spin off company
Critiware. The tool consists of an Analyzer and a Planner (Figure 3). The Analyzer allows to evaluate the
effectiveness of the testing and defect fixing processes
through a series of reports showing the detected defects,
their type and severity, the assigned priority, the V&V
techniques which detected them, the reproducibility features, the time-to-fix distribution, the defect opening vs.
closing curves. We focus here on the Planner, which is
responsible for providing testers with a means to plan
the allocation of testing effort optimally13 . Both blocks
exploit the underlying database (DB), containing information on testing sessions (and on the fixing process)
performed on each CSCI. This includes data on detected
defects, their detection time, their severity, priority, and
13 The Analyzer is left out from the explanation, since it does
not regard the test planning issue presented here.
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Table 6. Results of the defect density-based allocation

Iteration
time in
weeks
0 weeks (t0 )
DET
8 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
12 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
16 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
20 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
24 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
28 weeks
DET
EST
m(W*+W)
30weeks
DET

Number of Detected Defects (DET )
Estimated defects (EST )
Predicted detections (m(W*+W))
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Total
Detected
Defects

Man-weeks to
(Re-)allocate

Reallocation of man-weeks
(#of allocated man-weeks)
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

0

0

0

0

0

0

150

30

30

30

30

30

10
11.00
11.00

6
6.02
6.01

107
128.67
128.66

9
9.01
9.00

31
35.12
35.11

163

110

17.72

17.72

37.94

17.72

18.89

11
11.00
11.00

6
6.02
6.01

112
118.97
118.97

46
1105.58
1105.5

36
39.04
39.00

211

90

0.15

0.14

34.91

31.33

23.44

11
11.00
11.00

6
6.02
6.01

133
140.36
140.34

55
55.53
55.52

40
42.52
42.50

245

70

0.87

0.84

38.74

0.85

28.69

11
11.00
11.00

6
6.02
6.01

159
171.62
161.76

57
62.75
55.98

68
355.80
166.62

301

50

0

0

1.33

0

48.66

11
11.00
11.00

6
6.02
6.01

160
168.57
160.01

57
62.69
55.98

189
405.72
329.67

423

30

0

0

0

0

30

11
11.00
11.00

6
6.02
6.01

160
168.57
161.86

57
62.75
55.98

312
337.03
325.47

546

10

0

0

2.65

0

7.35

11

6

161

57

312

547

0

-

-

-

-

-

The Planner comprises the following modules:

Fig. 3. Architecture of the effecT!

c

support tool

data on the testing session itself, such as the start/end
date, the testing techniques used, the V&V phase.

– Testing Data Manager. The module manages information provided by the tester via the GUI, regarding i) the name of the software components to which
tester wants to allocate resources, ii) the budget to
allocate (in man-weeks or man-months), and iii) the
desired re-allocation step14 . If components are reused
modules, a testing session was performed in the past;
in this case data about detected defects are retrieved
from the DB. Alternatively, the module can import
these data from an external .csv file. If they are new
CSCIs, for which no testing data are available yet,
the tool provides a defect tracking functionality: the
tester inserts data, through the GUI, about each new
defect detected during testing, and stores them in the
DB.
14 The re-allocation step input can also be empty, giving the
possibility to the tester of requiring the re-allocation at any time
s/he wants by just pressing a button.
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Fig. 4. Screenshots of the effecT!

c

tool

– SRGM Builder. This module uses defect data produced by the previous module about CSCI testing
sessions, and iteratively fits them with a set of 7
SRGMs. The Builder shows all SRGMs to the tester,
along with the goodness-of-fit test result and the AIC
value, and suggests the best fitting model15 .
– Allocator. This module implements the algorithm
for the optimization problems (Eq. 1 and 2), taking
the SRGM for each CSCI as input, and the defect
data. It outputs the vector of values suggesting the
effort to be devoted to each CSCI.
– Controller. This module coordinates all the operations: its core is the algorithm presented in Section
3. Thus, it receives commands from the GUI, queries
the previous modules (i.e., at each cycle, it retrieves
data from Testing Data Manager, fits them with
SRGMs by the SRGM Builder, and recalls the allocator to distribute the residual effort), and provides
results back to the tester.
A screenshots of effecT! c is in Figure 4. It shows an
output of the SRGM builder, namely an SRGM obtained
from data of a CSCI.

6 Conclusions
In the current industrial practice, the task of allocating testing resources to components of a large software
system is often left to the sensibility of test/project managers, who typically decide on the basis of their experience or intuition. Simple yet sound engineering methods
are highly desirable to guide their choices in a systematic and measurable way. We have presented a method
to compute dynamically the resources to allocate for the
testing of software components, so as to minimize the
number of residual defects and/or the estimated residual product defect density.
15

The best fitting SRGM is chosen by default.
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The method stems from the actual need of a large
system integration company. It has been applied with
reference to a real-world critical software system for homeland security, whose coarse-grain components are developed and tested over several months. The results report on the improvement of the testing process outcome,
given a predefined amount of testing resources.
The spread of any new method in the industrial practice requires proper knowledge and technology transfer
means; for this reason, we have realized and described
the architecture of a tester support tool. This eases the
application of the proposed method, hiding the tester
from the complex mathematical details. Future work will
address accounting for other historical data, such as defect severity, or context-related information, such process metrics or metrics related to human factors.
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